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Abstract. In current Android architecture, users have to decide
whether an app is safe to use or not. Technical-savvy users can make
correct decisions to avoid unnecessary privacy breach. However, most
users may have diﬃculty to make correct decisions. DroidNet is an
Android permission recommendation framework based on crowdsourcing. In this framework, DroidNet runs new apps under probation mode
without granting their permission requests up-front. It provides recommendations on whether to accept or reject the permission requests based
on decisions from peer expert users. To seek expert users, we propose an
expertise rating algorithm using transitional Bayesian inference model.
The recommendation is based on the aggregated expert responses and its
conﬁdence level. Our evaluation results demonstrate that given suﬃcient
number of experts in the network, DroidNet can provide accurate recommendations and cover majority of app requests given a small coverage
from a small set of initial experts.

1

Introduction

As the population of smartphone users continues to grow, smartphones have
brought signiﬁcant impact to businesses, social, and lifestyle. With the expectation of over 10 billion mobile Internet devices by 2016, the mobile application
industry is putting forward tremendous eﬀort to match the demand and keep
up with the ever-evolving technologies [17]. On the other hand, the number of
mobile apps has been growing exponentially in the past few years. According to
the report by Android Google Play Store, the number of apps in the store has
reached 1.8 billion in 2015, surpassing its major competitor Apple App Store [22].
Unlike iOS, Android device owners do not have to root or “jailbreak” their
devices to install apps from “unknown sources”. This gives Android users broad
capability to install pirated, corrupted or banned apps from Google Play simply
by changing a systems setting. This provides further incentive for the users to
install third-party applications from various (potentially untrusted) app markets [2], but exposes their privacy to signiﬁcant security risks [3].
In the current Android architecture (6.0), users decide what resources are
given to an app by responding to permission requests from apps. Users can also
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manually manage any app’s permissions after installation. However, this permission control mechanism has been proven to be ineﬀective to protect users from
malicious apps. Study shows that more than 70 % of smartphone apps request
to collect data irrelevant to the main functionality of the app [1]. In addition,
study shows that only a very small portion (3 %) of users pay attention and
make correct decisions to the resource being requested at installation time, since
they tend to rush through to get to use the application. The current Android
permission pop-ups (Android 6) still depends on users for security and privacy
decisions, which is not reliable since inexperienced users may not be able to or
care to make correct decisions.
As pointed out in [11,12], the reasons for the ineﬀectiveness of the current
permission control system include: (1) inexperienced users do not realize resource
requests are irrelevant and could compromise their privacy, (2) users have the
urge to use the app and may be obliged to exchange their privacy for using the
app. To address these problems, we propose DroidNet, a framework to assist
mobile users to control their resource usage and privacy through crowdsourcingbased permission control recommendations. First, the framework allows users
to use apps without granting all permissions. Second, DroidNet allows receiving
help from expert users when permission requests appear. Speciﬁcally, DroidNet
allows users to install untrusted apps under a “probation” mode, while the trusted
ones are installed in normal “trusted” mode. In probation mode, users make
real-time resource granting decisions when apps are running. The framework
facilitates a user-help-user environment, where expert users are identiﬁed and
their decisions are recommended to inexperienced users.
The key challenge is to expand the expert user base so that their expertise
can cover all applications on the market. More importantly, these expert users
should be selected so that their responses and recommendation to their peer
of high quality. DroidNet starts from a small set of trusted expert users and
propagates the expert evaluation using a transitional Bayesian learning model.
We evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the model through a set of experiments. The
major contributions of this paper include: (1) A comprehensive Android permission control framework to facilitate a user-help-user environment in terms of
permission control. (2) A novel transitive Bayesian inference model to propagate
expertise rating of users through pairwise similarity among users. (3) A low-risk
recommendation algorithm which can help inexperienced users with permission
control decision making. (4) A prototype implementation of the system and
evaluation on the reliability of the system.
The rest of the paper is organized as following. We ﬁrst discuss the existing
literature in resource management and permission controls in the next section.
We then discuss the DroidNet’s system view in Sect. 3, followed by the presentation of our algorithms in Sect. 4. Sections 5 and 6 present our implementation and evaluation results respectively. Section 6 shows our evaluation results
brought about by our real experiments. We conclude this paper by a discussion
and conclusion of our work.
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Related Work

Due to its inherent constraints in resources, much eﬀort has been done towards
the principles and practices to manage resource usage and privacy protection
[8,13] of mobile applications. However, the most common practice for resource
access management today is Mandatory Access Control (MAC) mechanism
[10,21], which is found in API from major mobile players such as iPhone,
Android, and Windows Phone. In such paradigm, resource access from apps
needs to be granted by users. In Android, this is done through its Static Permission Model [14] where users need to grant all requested permissions on installation.
Kathy Wain Yee et al. proposed PScout and studied the design implications
of this model and performed an analysis to extract the permission speciﬁcation
from the Android OS [6]. The large number of permissions and APIs in Android
suggests that the permission speciﬁcation for Android is complicated. They also
found out that documented and undocumented APIs are heavily interconnected.
Studies [11,12] have shown that such permission control paradigms are not
eﬃcient since users are either not paying attention to permissions being requested
or not aware of the permissions’ implications.
Revising the current Android framework and/or runtime to provide finegrained permission controls, AppFence [15], MockDroid [9], and TISSA [25] avoid
giving out sensitive data by granting fake permissions. While such approaches
reduce the risk of leaking private information and critical resources, it requires
users to make decisions on every resource request, which is diﬃcult for inexperienced users and time consuming. Alternatively, AppGuards [7], Aurasium [23],
and FireDroid [20] allow users to deﬁne security policies on Android apps
in which the policies are enforced through their framework. In FireDroid, an
application monitor is created to track all processes spawned in Android and
allow/deny them based on human managed policies. This approach requires
rooting the device and extracting the Android booting partition, which is not
practical for most users. In addition, the policy ﬁle editing and management are
also diﬃcult for most inexperienced users. Therefore, FireDroid targets on corporation phone users where the FireDroid can be pre-installed and policies are
managed by administrators. Similarly, AppGuards and Aurasium require users
to deﬁne security policies which is not practical for inexperienced users. In contrast DroidNet is designed for inexperienced users since it does not require users
to have prior knowledge or be technical savvy to use it.
Exploring user perceptions of privacy on smartphones using crowdsourcing has
been studied in the literature. Agarwal et al. propose PMP [4] which collects users’
privacy protection decisions and analyses them to recommend them to other iOS
users. However, their recommendations are based on simple majority opinion condition which causes high false recommendation rate. In contrast, we propose an
expertise ranking algorithm to evaluate the expertise level of users for a higher
quality recommendation. Ismail et al. propose a crowdsourcing solution to ﬁnd a
minimal set of permissions that will preserve the usability of the app for diverse
users [16]. Their proposed work has a few shortcomings. Repackaging apps for all
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possible permission combinations is not plausible in reality. Also their indiﬀerence
among inexperienced and malicious users makes their recommendations with limited quality. Yang et al. [24] propose a system to allow users to share their permission reviews with each other. Users leave comments on permissions and the system ranks reviews and recommends top quality reviews to users. Android 4.3 (App
Ops [5]) and 6’s permission control mechanisms allow users to selectively disable
permissions for apps on their phones.
In our previous work RecDroid [18,19], we proposed to utilize experts users’
decisions to help inexperienced users on Android permission control using a simple expert rating and recommendation algorithm. However, only users who have
direct overlap with seed experts will be rated, which largely limits its coverage
in a large network. In this paper, we developed a network-based expert seeking
and a decision recommendation algorithm based on transitive Bayesian inference theory, with which more users can be rated through the transition model.
Furthermore, we implemented the system on Android platform and conducted
a set of comprehensive experiments to evaluate the performance and reliability
of the system.

3

System Design

DroidNet has four functional processes, of which two are on mobile clients and
the other two are on remote servers. In particular, DroidNet (1) collects users
permission-request responses, (2) analyses the responses to eliminate untruthful
and biased responses, (3) suggests other users with low-risk responses to permission requests, and (4) ranks apps based on their security and privacy risk
level inferred from users’ responses. Figure 1 shows an overview of DroidNet
architecture, which is composed of a thin OS patch allowing mobile clients to
automatically report users’ responses to and receive permission request response
suggestions from a DroidNet service. The diﬀerentiating factor of DroidNet is
the ability to seek expert user base on a small set of seed users (Sect. 4). In the
rest of this section, we describe four key features of the DroidNet system.
Permission handling. When installing an app, package installer needs to
request permission to access resources on the device. Instead of sending requests
to the Android system’s legacy permission handler (e.g. Package Manager Service), DroidNet handles the permission requests through the logistics illustrated
in Fig. 2. At the installation process of apps, DroidNet allows users to install the
apps on one of the two modes: Probation mode and Trusted mode. On Probation
mode, DroidNet closely monitors the requests to access a list of user-deﬁned critical permissions, such as location access, contact list access, and camera access,
during the application execution. When those resources are requested, a dialog
box will pop up to guide users to make customized decision on whether the access
to those critical resources should be granted to the app or not. Otherwise, on
Trusted mode, all requested permissions are permanently granted to the app.
In order to capture the realtime interaction between the system and users,
we designed a Permission Control Portal on the mobile devices to intercept
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Fig. 2. Permission request ﬂow in
DroidNet

apps’ permission requests, record the requests, and collect users’ response to
the requests. Since intercepting permission requests requires OS level access, we
created a small software patch to modify client’s operating system. We investigated diﬀerent potential approaches to perform OS modiﬁcation and designed a
solution that causes minimum impact to legacy apps and applicable to a broad
range of OS versions, hardware platforms, and permission access models.
Permission recommendation. To help inexperienced users with their decisions, DroidNet also provides recommended response to the users (Fig. 5 (c)).
If a user chooses to deny a request, a dummy data or void will be returned to
the application. For example, a denied GPS location request could be responded
with a random location. The user decisions are recorded by the DroidNet client
and sent to the DroidNet server for further analysis. After that, the requests are
forwarded to legacy permission handler for book keeping and minimizing DroidNet’s unexpected impact on legacy apps. In DroidNet, users make decisions
twice:(1) selecting the installation mode (“probation”, “trusted”), (2) responding to the permission requests (once for every selected permissions by user). In
a later phase when suﬃcient data is collected, and a security ranking of the app
is available, DroidNet server can decide whether to pop up permission requests
to users or automatically respond them based on prior knowledge. Therefore,
DroidNet manages to achieve a balance between the ﬁne-grained control and
the usability of the system.

4

Expert Users Seeking

In DroidNet users’ responses to permission requests are recorded by a central
server and the responses from expert users are used to generate recommendation to help inexperienced users make low-risk decisions. However, an eﬀective
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Table 1. Notations
Notation

Description

U

{U1 , ..., Un }: Set of n DroidNet users in the
system

s

The seed user set

Ri

The set of requests responded by user i in
the past

pi

The true expertise level of user i

Ri , Ci

The expertise rating and confidence of user i

(αij , βij )

The similarity tuple between user i and j

(αi , βi )

The expertise level distribution parameters
for user

Fig. 3. The illustration of four
cases of DroidNet graphs. (a) a
user is connected directly to a seed
user; (b) a user is connected to a
non-seed user; (c) a multi-hop rating propagation case; (d) a multipath rating aggregation case.

method to ﬁnd expert users in the network is the key. DroidNet starts from a
small set of trusted seed expert users, and propagate the expertise evaluation
based on similarity among users using a transitive Bayesian inference model.
This section describes the model in more detail.
4.1

Assumptions and Notations

The DroidNet can be seen as a network G = {s ∪ U, E}, which consists of a
seed expert s, a set of n regular users U = {U1 , U2 , ..., Un }, and a set of edges
E = {eij |Ri ∩Rj = ∅, ∀i, j} denoting users i and j have installed apps in common.
Where Ri denotes the set of permission requests responded by user i.
The seed expert (SE) is one or a set of trusted expert users who might be
employed by a DroidNet facilitator to provide accurate responses to permission
requests. We assume seed experts are fully trusted and always provide correct
response to permission requests of the apps they cover. However, due to the
high cost of human labor, the seed expert can only cover limited number of
applications. Therefore, identifying expert users from regular users can expand
the coverage of apps that can beneﬁt from DroidNet recommendation.
It is noteworthy that to make seeds’ responses context-independent, they follow the principle of least privilege, which is ﬁnding a minimal set of permissions
that are necessary for apps’ legitimate purposes. This way, the seeds’ responses
are not depend on preference or context.
Let Rs denote the set of requests covered by seed experts. Then the common
set of requests responded by both the seed user and user i can be written as
Rsi = Rs ∩ Ri . In general, the common set of requests responded by any two
users i, j can be written as Rij = Ri ∩ Rj . Table 1 lists the notations we use in
this paper.
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The Users Expertise Rating Problem

The key challenge of DroidNet is to seek experts from the regular users in the
DroidNet so that the system can make low-risk recommendations based on the
responses from those expert users. The expertise level of a user i, denoted by
pi ∈ [0, 1], is the likelihood that the user makes correct permission granting
decisions. Given the set of responses that user i has given to permission requests
and their corresponding ground truth, a Bayesian inference model can be used
to estimate pi .
Definition 1. (Expertise Rating and Rating Confidence) Assume the likelihood
that a user i makes correct decision (pi ) satisﬁes a distribution Yi with pdf fi (x).
Then we deﬁne the expected expertise level of the user to be:
 1
xfi (x)dx,
Ri = E[Yi ] =
x=0

the conﬁdence level of the estimation is:


Ci = 1 − θδ[Yi ] = 1 − θ

1

(x − Ri )2 fi (x)dx

1/2

x=0

where θ is the normalization factor. Therefore, the expertise seeking problem
can be described as follows:
Problem 2. (Expertise Rating Problem) Given a seed user s and a set of users
U = {U1 , . . . , Un }, a DroidNet graph is denoted as G = {U ∪ s, E}. Where
E = {eij |Ri ∩ Rj = ∅, ∀i, j} is a set of edges between users where they have
overlap on responded requests. The expertise rating problem is to ﬁnd the posterior distributions of all pi , given their past history of responding to permission
requests.
To present the solution of Problem 2, we ﬁrst deﬁne the concept of similarity
between a pair of users and then the computation method on expertise levels.
Definition 3. (Similarity of Two Users) Suppose user i and user j have
responded to a common set of permission requests Rij , then we deﬁne the similarity between these two users using a similarity tuple (αij , βij ), denoting the
accumulated number of consistent responses and inconsistent responses to those
common requests, respectively.
Let {xk ∈ {0, 1}|1 ≤ k ≤ n} denote a sequence of n observations in history,
where xk = 1 means the two users provided consistent responses at the kth
overlapped request, and vice versa. The similarity tuple can be computed as
follows:
(n)

αij =

n


q n−k xk + q n C0

k=1

= xn + qxn−1 + ... + q n−1 x1 + q n C0

(1)
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(n)

βij =

n


q n−k (1 − xk ) + q n C0

(2)

k=1

= (1 − xn ) + q(1 − xn−1 ) + ... + q n−1 (1 − x1 ) + q n C0
Where C0 is a constant weighting the initial belief; q ∈ [0, 1] is the remembering
factor which is used to discount the inﬂuence from past experience and therefore
emphasize the importance of more recent observations.
4.3

Users Connected to the Seed Expert

We start with the case that a user i who has a common set of responded requests
with the seed expert (see Fig. 3(a)). In such case, our approach is to compute
the similarity tuple (αsi , βsi ) between the user and the seed, and then the distribution of pi based on the observations.
We have the following Lemma:
Lemma 1. Let i be a user i that has only one seed expert neighbor in the DroidNet graph. Let (αsi , βsi ) be the similarity tuple of i and the seed expert. Then
the rating of the user can be estimated as follows:
Ri =

αsi
αsi + βsi


Ci = 1 −

12αsi βsi
(αsi + βsi )2 (αsi + βsi + 1)

(3)
(4)

Proof. Since the seed expert’s advise is assumed correct, α and β are indeed
the number of correct and incorrect responses that the user answered in the
past. Let a random variable X ∈ {0, 1} denote whether a user answers the
permission requests correctly or not. X = 1 indicates that user responds to a
request correctly, vice versa. Therefore, we have p = P(X = 1). Given a sequence
of observations on X, a beta distribution can be used to model the distribution
of p.
In Bayesian inference theory, posterior probabilities of Bernoulli variable
given a sequence of observed outcomes of the random event can be represented
by a Beta distributions. The Beta-family of probability density functions is a
continuous family of functions indexed by the two parameters α and β, where
they represent the accumulative observation of occurrence of outcome 1 and
outcome 0, respectively. The beta PDF distribution can be written as:
f (p|α, β) =

Γ (α + β) α−1
p
(1 − p)β−1
Γ (α)Γ (β)

The above can also be written as,

(5)
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Γ (α + β) α−1
y
(1 − y)β−1
Γ (α)Γ (β)
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(6)

According to Deﬁnition 1, we have Eqs. (3) and (4).
4.4

Users Connected to a Regular User

Due to the limited coverage of the seed user, there may be many users who do
not have direct overlap with the seed user (see Fig. 3(b)). To rate users who
are connected only to a regular user with known expert rating, we can use the
following theorem:
Theorem 4. Let i be a user connected to a user u with known expertise level
pu > 12 in the DroidNet graph; let (αui , βui ) be the similarity tuple of i and
u, where αui ≥ βui . Then pi satisfies a Beta distribution: pi ∼ Beta(αi , βi ),
where
αui pu + βui (pu − 1)
2pu − 1
αui (pu − 1) + βui pu
βi =
2pu − 1

αi =

(7)
(8)

Proof. Let random variables Xi ∈ {0, 1} and Xu ∈ {0, 1} denote a random event
that user i and u respond to permission requests correctly or not. Xi (Xu ) = 1
means that user i(u) responds to a permission request correctly. Therefore, we
have pi = P(Xi = 1) and pu = P(Xu = 1).
Using Bayes theory, the probability that a consistent response being a correct
response is formulated as follows:
P(Xi = 1|Xi = Xu )
P(Xi = Xu |Xi = 1)P(Xi = 1)
=
P(Xi = Xu )
P(Xu = 1|Xi = 1)P(Xi = 1)
=
P(Xi = 1, Xu = 1) + P(Xi = 0, Xu = 0)
P(Xu = 1)P(Xi = 1)
=
P(Xi = 1)P(Xu = 1) + P(Xi = 0)P(Xu = 0)
pi p u
=
pi pu + (1 − pi )(1 − pu )

(9)

Similarly, the probability that an inconsistent response being a correct response
is formulated as follows:
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P(Xi = 1|Xi = Xu )
P(Xi = Xu |Xi = 1)P(Xi = 1)
=
P(Xi = Xu )
pi (1 − pu )
=
pi (1 − pu ) + (1 − pi )pu

(10)

Note that αi and βi denote the cumulative observations that user i responds
correctly. Then αi and βi can be obtained indirectly from αui and βui from the
formula below,
αi = αui P(Xi = 1|Xi = Xu ) + βui P(Xi = 1|Xi = Xu )
βi = αui P(Xi = 0|Xi = Xu ) + βui P(Xi = 0|Xi = Xu )

The above equation set can be transformed into:
βui pi (1 − pu )
αui pi pu
+
pi pu + (1 − pi )(1 − pu )
pi (1 − pu ) + (1 − pi )pu
αui (1 − pi )(1 − pu )
βui pu (1 − pi )
βi =
+
pi pu + (1 − pi )(1 − pu )
pi (1 − pu ) + (1 − pi )pu

αi =

(11)
(12)

Note that the estimated expertise level of user i can be written as Ri = αi /(αi +
βi ). However, the actual expertise level pi of user i is unknown. An iterative
(0)
method can be used to iteratively update Eqs. (11) and (12) starting from Ri =
(t−1)
1
. The
2 and at each round t replaces pi with the last round expertise level Ri
(t)
process stops when Ri converges.
Alternatively we can solve Equation set (11) and (12) by replacing pi with
αi /(αi + βi ). Then we get (5) and (6).
4.5

Multi-hop User Rating Propagation

Since not all users are connected to the seed user, a rating propagation model is
called upon to rate users who are indirectly connected to the seed. As shown in
Fig. 3(c), user i has overlap with the seed user, so it can be ranked through our
Bayesian ranking algorithm described in Lemma 1. User j only has overlap with
user i, so it can be ranked based on its similarity to user i. However, Theorem 4
only works when the expertise of user i is known. Therefore, here we use an
iterative method to update the rating of all regular users in DroidNet.
Corollary 1. Let i be a regular user directly connected to a set of users Ni . The
(t+1)
ratings of the neighbors at round t are (αit , βit ), then the rating tuple (αi
,
(t+1)
βi
) of user i at time t + 1, can be computed as follows:
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αi

(t+1)

αi

(t+1)

βi
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(0)

= βi = 1, ∀i, s.t.Ui ∈ U
(t) (t)
(t) (t)

 
βik αi βk
αik αi αk
=
+
(t) (t)
(t) (t)
(t) (t)
(t) (t)
αi βk + αk βi
k∈Ni αi αk + βi βk
=

 

(t)

(t)

(t)

αik βi βk
(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

αi αk + βi βk

k∈Ni

+



(t)

βik αk βi
(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

αi βk + αk βi

(13)

Proof. From Eqs. (11) and (12) we learn that the rating of a node can be computed using the similarity with a source of known rating. We use (αik , βik ) denote
the transformed observation on user i passed by user k, then we have:
βki pi (1 − pk )
αki pi pk
+
pi pk + (1 − pi )(1 − pk )
pi (1 − pk ) + (1 − pi )pk
αki (1 − pi )(1 − pk )
βki pk (1 − pi )
βik =
+
pi pk + (1 − pi )(1 − pk )
pi (1 − pk ) + (1 − pi )pk

αik =

By replacing pi with

αi
αi +βi

and pk with

αk
αk +βk ,

we have:

αk αi
βk αi
+ βki
, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}
αk αi + βk βi
βk αi + αk βi
βk βi
αk βi
βik = αki
+ βki
, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}
αk αi + βk βi
βk αi + αk βi

αik = αki

In Bayesian inference theory, the observations on one variable can be cumulated
through simple summation on all observations, given that they are observed
independently. In this case the rating of a user can be represented by the total
number of positive and negative observations observed by connected users on
diﬀerent paths. Given that αi and βi represent the cumulative positive/negative
observations on user i, we have:
αi = αi1 + ... + αim =
βi = βi1 + ... + βim =

m

k=1
m


αik
βik

(14)

k=1

4.6

Multi-path User Rating Aggregation

A user may have overlap with multiple other users. As shown in Fig. 3(d), user
i is connected to m other users. The overlap with multiple users can be seen as
observations from multiple sources and those observations can be aggregated to
generate a more accurate ranking of user i.
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Corollary 2. Let i be a user who has overlap with a set of users
M = {U1 , U2 , ..., Um } with corresponding similarity tuples S = {(α1i , β1i ), ...,
(αmi , βmi )}. Then we have:
αi = αi1 + ... + αim =

m


αik

k=1

βi = βi1 + ... + βim =

m


βik

(15)

k=1

where,
αk αi
βk αi
+ βki
, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}
αk αi + βk βi
βk αi + αk βi
βk βi
αk βi
βik = αki
+ βki
, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}
αk αi + βk βi
βk αi + αk βi

αik = αki

Proof. This results is derived from Corollary 1 by iteratively computing αi and
(0)
(0)
βi on node i in a graph starting from initial setting αi = 1 and βi = 1.
Our approach to deﬁne the order of user rating is to start from the direct
neighbors of the seed expert, and then we expand the list by looking for the
next hop users, and so on. An iterative algorithm is described in Algorithm 1
which rates all regular users in DroidNet. The iteration stops when the diﬀerence
between two rounds of ratings are suﬃciently close.
4.7

Recommendation Algorithm

After rating users in the network, the next step is to generate recommendations
based on responses from expert users. We propose a weighted voting method
to handle the decision making. The voting process is divided into three steps:
qualiﬁcation, voting, and decision. The algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.
In the qualiﬁcation step, only responses from qualiﬁed users are included into
the voting process. Initially the ballot count for reception and rejection decisions
are equally initialized to D0 . For each qualiﬁed voter, the weight of the cast ballot
is the ranking score of the voter. After the voting process ﬁnishes, the average
ballot score is used to make a ﬁnal decision. If the average ballot score exceeds a
decision threshold, then corresponding recommendations are made. Otherwise,
no recommendation is made.

5

Implementation

To prove the concept of feasibility, we implemented a prototype of DroidNet.
We modiﬁed the permission management component of the Android operating system. We also provide users with an Android application to monitor and
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Algorithm 1. Rate All Regular
Users

Algorithm 2. Vote for Recommendation

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

1:
2:

Compute expertise rating of all regular users in DroidNet
Notations:
R(U ): the current rating of all users
R̂(U ): the last round rating of all
users
s: the seed expert
Ui : the ith user
G = (V, E): the generated graph of
users and overlaps
8: RU : the set of rated users
9: QU : the queue of users to be rated
10: //parameters initialization
11: set R(s) = 1 and R(U ) = 0.5
12: while (Distance(R(U ), R̂(U )) > )
do
13: RU ← s
14: QU ← f indN eighbors(s)
15: R̂(U ) ← R(U )
16: while (u ← remove(QU ) is not
null) do
17:
//Users rating using Corollary
5.2
18:
R(u) ← computeRating(u)
19:
RU ← RU ∪ u
20:
N
=
f indN eighborsN otInRU orQU (u, G)
21:
push(N , QU )
22: end while
23: end while

Notations :
R(u), C(u) :the rating score and confidence of user u
3: x(u) :the response to permission request
from user u
4: τe , τc :the minimum rating score and rating confidence to be considered as an
expert user
5: τd :the recommendation threshold
6: a, b :the cumulative ballots for yes or no
decision
7: D0 :the initial ballot count for both decisions
8: a = b = D0
9: //Users filtering and ballots casting
10: for each user u who responded to the
request do
11: if R(u) > τe and C(u) > τc then
12:
if x(u) = 1 then
13:
a+ = R(u)
14:
else
15:
b+ = R(u)
16:
end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: //decision making based on final ballots
count
a
20: if a+b
> τd then
21: Recommend to aaccept the request
with confidence a+b − τd
a
22: else if a+b
< 1 − τd then
23: Recommend to reject
the request with
a
− τd
confidence 1 − a+b
24: else
25: No recommendation
26: end if

manage resource access permissions at ﬁne-grain level. Figure 4 illustrates DroidNet’s implementation architecture. DroidNet is installed by applying a software
patch which includes some modiﬁcation on the Android operating system and a
pre-installed app DroidNet.apk on the application level.
5.1

Permission Control User Interaction

The users of DroidNet have an option to install apps under a probation mode.
We use the app “Telegram” (a popular messaging application) as an example.
The ﬁrst screenshot (Fig. 5(a)) displays two options when installing the app on
the smartphone. They can be either probation mode or trusted mode.
For each installed app, users can use the pre-installed DroidNet application
to view a list of apps which are under the probation mode. If the user clicks on
an app in the list, a set of requested resources is displayed (see Fig. 5(b)) where
checked resources are monitored. By default all sensitive resources are monitored,
and can be changed by users. If an app is installed under the probation mode,
whenever the app requests to access to a resource under monitoring, the user is
informed by a pop-up (Fig. 5(c)).
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Fig. 4. DroidNet implementation architecture overview

5.2

Android OS Modification

To implement a real-time resource permission control, DroidNet monitors all
resource access requests (system calls) at runtime. We modiﬁed a few components
and methods in Android OS version 4.3 to meet our goal.
App Installation Mode: To allow users to have the option to install under
probation or trusted mode, we modiﬁed the Package Manager Service, which
plays the main role in the installation of apps and their requested permissions management. Installation is managed by the PackageInstaller activity
and when an application installation is completed, a notiﬁcation is sent to
InstallAppProgress.java, which is the place we added a post install prompt
to ask users if they would like to put application on probation mode.
If a user selects trusted mode installation then app would not be managed by
DroidNet, and no information will be recorded about the application. If the user
selects probation mode, DroidNet records app’s UID and the set of requested
permissions by probated app within the Probated Apps Repository (PAR) and
Request/Recommendation Repository (RRR) repositories. Note that communication is obtained through using these repositories that all layers (framework
and application) read and write from.
System Calls monitoring and Permission Enforcement: Our implementation is designed to be extensible and generic. While our implementation requires
multiple changes in one place, it doesn’t require modiﬁcations on every permission request handler, as it was the case on some previous works, such as in
MockDroid [9]. The modiﬁcation is presented in the form of an OS patch, which
can be executed from a user’s space, making this technique easier to adopt.
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Fig. 5. An example of Line app: (a)
probation and trusted installation modes;
(b) users pick which critical resources to
be monitored; (c) pop-up for permission
granting with suggestion from DroidNet
and its conﬁdence.
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u5 H

(d)

Fig. 6. The four user proﬁles
designed for evaluation: (a) a user
is connected directly to a seed user;
(b) a user is away from seed by 1
hop; (c) a multi-path rating propagation case; (d) a multi-path rating
case, designed for α and β calculation convergence.

In order to design an extensible and central permission enforcing point, we modiﬁed the ContextImpl.java class of the context component of the Android.
This is called whenever an application seeks to use some permissions that are
not hardware related. When this method is called, it is passed a UID and a
permission name. We ﬁrst check to see if the UID is a system call. If yes then
we check the repository to see if the UID is present, and if it is, what value the
ﬂag associated with the passed in permission has.
5.3

DroidNet Recommendation Server

Recording the users’ responses and providing decision recommendations to users
are essential to DroidNet. For this purpose we maintain a remote server to record
the responses on an online server and also compute recommendations according
to the recorded responses from users. The DroidNet clients request recommendations from the server when needed.

6

Performance Evaluation

In this section we use simulation to evaluate the performance of the expert
rating and recommendation algorithms. We also conduct a set of experiments to
evaluate the reliability of the system.
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Simulation Setup

As a proof of concept, we created a set of DroidNet user proﬁles consisting
of four diﬀerent types of expertise levels. The expertise level we refer here is
the probability that a user responds to permission requests correctly (a.k.a.
consistent with the correct responses). User proﬁles consist of users with a high
(H) expertise (0.9), medium (M) expertise (0.7), low (L) expertise (0.5), and
the remaining are users with a very low (VL) expertise (0.1). Note that VL
is considered to be malicious since their responses are misleading most of the
time. In order to measure the eﬀectiveness of the DroidNet expertise rating, we
use a few study cases of multi-hop and multi-path propagation. Our simulation
environment is Visual Studio C++ on a Windows machine with 3.6 Ghz Intel
Core i7 and 16 GB RAM. All results are based on an average of 500 repeated
runs with diﬀerent random generator seeds.
6.2

Expertise Rating and Confidence Level

To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the rating and recommendation model, we start
from 4 study cases on a set of nodes with designed conﬁguration. The average
number of permission requests per app is set to 5 and the maximum number of
requests is 500. Figure 6 shows the four study cases and their conﬁgurations.
We start from a simple case study that a user is connected to a seed expert
only (Fig. 6(a)), and study the expertise ratings and rating conﬁdence when the
user is initialized with H, M, L and VL expertise ratings respectively. Figure 7(a)
shows the estimated expertise rating for all four types of user’s expertise. We
can see that when the number of overlapped requests increases, the estimated
expertise ratings approach to their true expertise levels. Figure 7(b) shows the
corresponding conﬁdence levels of estimation. The conﬁdence level also increases
with the number of overlapped apps. From these results, we can see that DroidNet can have high quality users’ expertise rating when the user has suﬃcient
requests overlap with the seed expert.
In the second study case (Fig. 6(b)), we investigate the inﬂuence of intermediate users on the expertise rating propagation. We set user 1 with L, M and
H expertise and user 2 with H expertise. Figure 7(c) shows that the expertise
rating of user 2 is inﬂuenced by the expertise level of user 1. The higher expertise
of the intermediate node, the closer user 2’s is rated to its actual expertise level.
We call a high expertise node has a high rating conductivity. We also conclude
that through multi-hop rating propagation, we can ﬁnd expert users who do not
have direct overlap with the seed expert.
In the third study case (Fig. 6(c)), user 3 connects to the seed expert with
two intermediate users. We vary the type of user 1 to be ∅ (non-exist), H, M,
and L and vary the type of user 2 to be H, M, L, and VL. Figure 7(d) shows
the conductivity rule of rating: high expert rating is propagable through expert
intermediate nodes (conductive nodes).
Figure 7(e) shows the expertise rating of ﬁve users (with expertise 0.1, 0.5, 0.7,
and 0.9) for study case shown in Fig. 6(d). As we described in Algorithm 1, we con-
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Fig. 7. User expertise and conﬁdence level: (a) expertise level of user with diﬀerent
initial expertise level; (b) computed conﬁdence level of user with diﬀerent initial expertise level; (c) expertise rating of a user with only one user in its locality and diﬀerent
expertise ratings; (d) expertise rating of a user with two users in its locality and different expertise levels; (e) expertise rating of users for diﬀerent number of α and β
calculation iterations; (f) expertise rating distribution after rating users with diﬀerent
actual expertise rating.

tinue updating the expertise rating parameters (α and β) of a user until they converge to a stable value. In this experiment, we show the convergence speed of different types of users through iterating α and β calculation process 10 times start
from 1 iteration to 10 iterations. From this ﬁgure we can see that after 10 iterations of computing the all ratings converge to stable values, while the user directly
connected to the seed expert achieves stableness after one computation cycle.
In the next experiment we test on a medium size network with 400 users
and 250 apps in total. We set up 100 user for each type (VL, L, M and H).
Users choose to install 20 apps out of 250 apps randomly. Figure 7(f) shows the
distribution of the ﬁnal expertise ratings for all 400 users. We can see that the
estimated expertise ratings are clustered around their actual expertise levels and
false positive and false negative exists.
To ﬁnd the relationship between the seed expert coverage and false positive on
user classiﬁcation, we repeated the last experiment under 10 diﬀerent coverage rate
from seed experts, while remaining the same conﬁguration otherwise. As shown in
Fig. 8(a), the number of users assigned to high rating group increases when the seed
expert coverage increases.
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Quality of DroidNet Recommendation

We evaluate the quality of DroidNet recommendations using two metrics: coverage and accuracy. Coverage is the percentage of the requests that DroidNet can
oﬀer low-risk recommendation to users, while accuracy is the percentage of correct recommendation that DroidNet makes. Note that if a request is covered by
a seed expert, DroidNet always recommend the response from the seed expert.
Our network setting consists of 250 apps with 5 requests per app (total 1250
requests). 400 users with four diﬀerent types of users (100 users each type), and
each user installed and responded to 20 apps (100 requests). Among the 250
apps, 20 of them are covered by the seed expert.
Figure 8(b) shows the coverage and accuracy of DroidNet under diﬀerent τe
and τd settings. We can see that with higher τd (Algorithm 2), the coverage
increases while the accuracy decreases. This shows the trade-oﬀ between the
coverage and accuracy. We also notice that the accuracy increases with experts
ﬁltering threshold τe . However, with very low or very high τe , the coverage is low.
This is because when all users are included in the decision process, the conﬂict
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accuracy comparison.
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of responses among users leads to low voting score and therefore DroidNet is less
likely to make recommendations.
To study the impact from the number of expert users (τe = 0.9) to DroidNet
performance, we vary the percentage of expert users in the network (10 %, 50 %
and 90 %). Figure 8(c) shows the results for the coverage and accuracy. We can
see that DroidNet achieves higher coverage and accuracy with more expert users
in the system.
Next we study the impact from seed expert coverage. As shown in Fig. 8(d),
the overall DroidNet recommendation rate increases with coverage rate from
the seed expert. The linear line represents the coverage rate from the seed user.
The diﬀerence between the overall coverage and seed expert coverage is called
the bonus coverage. Higher bonus coverage represents a higher utilization of
DroidNet. From the economic point of view, if the coverage of seed expert brings
cost to the coordinator (since the seed expert is hired), then the bonus coverage
brings down cost to the coordinator. The decision makers can choose the optimal
seed coverage based on its optimal proﬁt.
In the last experiment, we compare the performance of DroidNet and the
PMP system [4]. Figure 8(e) shows that the PMP achieves the accuracy of 0.47,
whereas DroidNet’s accuracy is higher than 0.8.

7

Discussion and Conclusion

While the major challenges for DroidNet have been discussed, many other ones
still remain. In this section we address some potential issues in DroidNet and
our solutions to those issues.
False Responses: One of the main threats to the system is the injection of
false responses to mislead the recommendation system. We investigated this
potential threat and developed a multi-agent game theory model to study the
gain and loss of malicious user and the DroidNet defense system. We derived
a system conﬁguration to discourage rational attackers to launch such attacks.
Furthermore, we also consider enhancing DroidNet in which recommendations
are adapted according to each user’s diﬀerent security and privacy needs.
Users’ Privacy: As a crowdsourcing based solution, DroidNet collects permission responses from all participating users. To protect the privacy of users, we
have designed a privacy-aware data collection mechanism that uses hashing and
salting method to protect the true identity of the users. The salt is randomly generated upon installation. The solution provides double-blind protection, which
means attacker who successfully attacked the database will not be able to reverse
the function to ﬁnd out the real phone ID or even verify whether an given phone
ID is in the database. Therefore, the identity of the users are well-protected, and
the mechanism does not compromise the usability of the collected data.
In summary DroidNet is an Android permission control and recommendation
system which serves the goal of helping users perform low-risk resource accessing
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control on untrusted apps to protect their privacy and potentially improve eﬃciency of resource usages. The framework allows users to install apps in probation
mode where users are prompted with resource accessing requests and make decisions on whether to grant the permissions or not. To assist inexperienced users
to make low-risk decisions, DroidNet provides recommendations on permission
granting based on the responses from expert users in the system. In order to
do so, DroidNet uses crowdsourcing techniques to search for expert users using
a transitive Bayesian inference model. Our evaluation results demonstrate that
DroidNet can eﬀectively locate expert users in the system through a small set of
seed experts. The recommending algorithm can achieve high accuracy and good
coverage when parameters are carefully selected. We implemented our system
on Android phones and demonstrate that the system is feasible and eﬀective
through real user experiments.
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